due to a common ancestry (homology), which, in turn, To predict the functions of a possible protein prod-implies similar functions for these proteins (Bork et uct of any new or uncharacterized DNA sequence, it al., 1994). The ability to perform these searches both is important first to detect all significant similarities rapidly and accurately has become critical to largebetween the encoded amino acid sequence and any scale genomic and expressed sequence (cDNA) sequencaccumulated protein sequence data. We have imple-ing projects. The results often dictate the direction of mented a set of queries and database sequences and further research and development. Therefore, accuracy proceeded to test and compare various similarity is paramount.
INTRODUCTION
ming methods based on Smith-Waterman (S-W) (Smith and Waterman, 1981) . The FASTx family of The aim of searching protein sequence databases programs represented the first rapid method to be such as the Protein Identification Resource (PIR; Nawidely adopted. FASTA prescreens the database for tional Biomedical Research Foundation; (George et al., very short identical matches and then (if optimization 1996)) or Swiss-Prot (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1994) of scores is used) extends these matches using the Sfor similarity to some query sequence is to find homo-W algorithm. BLAST increases the speed of the search logues to that query. This is often the first step taken by building indexes for the database (as a separate step in analyzing the possible function of the query protein:
before the search) and not allowing gaps (insertions/ a similarity between two sequences (a high Smithdeletions) in the alignments. In addition, BLAST can Waterman score or low BLAST probability) is usually combine several nongapped alignments between the query and the database sequences and calculate proba-Altschul statistics (Karlin and Altschul, 1993) . The S-scores are likely to be random). Finally, we have established a testing platform and data set resource for oth-W algorithm has historically been considered the most sensitive. Unfortunately, its slow speed has made it ers to test new algorithms and methods in a manner that provides for direct comparison between different impractical for most researchers. Also, in the past few years, improvements to both BLAST and FASTA have methods. led many to believe that there was no measurable difference any longer between one or both rapid methods
MATERIALS AND METHODS
and S-W. Given the computational performance hit Software and hardware. We used the BLASTP program Version taken with S-W, the comparative argument has been 1.4 (Altschul et al., 1990) , distributed by the National Center for largely moot anyway. However, as the Human Genome Biotechnology Information (NCBI), with the default parameters, exProject and other large-scale sequencing projects have cept using different scoring matrices. FASTA Release 2.0 from the begun to amass huge amounts of sequence data, re-University of Virginia was used; suggestions on its optimal operation searchers have once again become concerned about were solicited from the author. Optimization and ranking results according to probabilities were the recommended defaults. The softwhat they might be missing.
ware version of S-W was a publicly available version called Commercial organizations in particular realize that SSEARCH from the FASTA distribution. These searches were run they cannot afford to miss significant similarities that on various Digital, HP, and Sun UNIX workstations. A series of might lead in a timely fashion to new understanding scripts and C-coded software known as the Biological Applications as well as products. Consequently, considerable invest-Testbed was used to generate and manage these searches.
The S-W searches in hardware were performed with the FDF-a ment has been made in very large computers and spesystolic array designed for text string pattern matching. We used a cial-purpose hardware designed to run S-W (Vogt and ''one-board'' FDF system that has a physical pipeline of 480 cells Argos, 1992; Wu et al., 1993) . But has this investment (additional boards with 720 cells each can be installed), which is and traditional wisdom been correct: is S-W signifi-functionally expanded into a 45,000 ''virtual'' cell pipeline. The query sequence and scores from the matrix are loaded into the pipeline.
cantly better than the other two tools? At what cost
The database sequences are streamed past the pipeline, and S-W to selectivity is the presumed advantage in sensitivity scores are calculated at every hardware cycle (all scores in an antibought? Can special-purpose computer hardware per-diagonal in parallel). The highest score for each database sequence is form as well as software versions while providing the reported. The system used is part of GeneAssist, a sequence analysis practical operational speed economically?
package from Perkin-Elmer (Shpaer, 1996) . The GeneAssist server operates on a Sun workstation running SunOS or Solaris. The speed To answer these questions we proceeded with three of the search for a one-board system is 55 million cell updates per efforts. First, to assess the sensitivity and selectivity second, e.g., a search for a 176-amino-acid-long query against the of the three algorithms, we established a large test set 7.5-Mb database we used (see below) takes 24 s (176 1 7.5/24 Å 55); of protein sequence queries and a test database where a similar search takes several hours on a Sparc workstation. The we know what database sequences are homologous. search speed for a five-board FDF is 230 million cell updates/s. Our goal was to establish a large and objective test set Procedure. The overall testing procedure was as follows:
to avoid the reliance on anecdotal examples. Thus we 1. Generate a test database with associated SF numbers from the had a way to measure false positives and false nega-PIR; randomly select a query sequence for each multirepresented SF tives, i.e., the accuracy of searches. Finally we used our set of queries, representing es-6. Combine all tables with scores and compute better/worse SF sentially all diverse protein superfamilies (SF) classi-counts as shown in Tables 3 and 4 . fied in the PIR (George et al., 1996) , to compare the Test data. The query and database test sets were generated from relative performances of BLAST, FASTA, and S-W (in PIR Release 40. We relied on the fact that the PIR, when possible, software and with the FDF). We used these tests to annotates its data with SF numbers: the same SF numbers indicate also evaluate the consequences of various parametriza-related (homologous) sequences. The test database included all entions of these algorithms as well as masking regions of tries of the PIR Release 40 database that had assigned SF numbers: all of the PIR1 (classified and annotated) and about half of the PIR2 low complexity in the query sequences.
(preliminary) sequences. About 5% of these entries were removed
We were able to demonstrate that the FDF version using the ''nrdb'' program from NCBI, which eliminated all but one of S-W gives results similar to S-W in software that copy of identical protein sequences. The resulting test database has are much more accurate than BLAST. We demonstrate 22,390 nonredundant entries (Ç7,500,000 amino acid residues). that normalized S-W scores improve the selectivity of To compile the query set, we first took the list of 3331 SFs represented in the test database and excluded the 1195 SF with just one searches compared to simple (''raw'') S-W scores. Also, database entry along with SFs with no entries in the PIR1 subset.
various simulation experiments with and without lowFrom the remaining 1444 potentially useful SFs, we selected the complexity masking (Claverie and States, 1993; Woot-first database occurrence of each as a query sequence. These 1444 ton and Federhen, 1993) have provided us with practi-queries were searched against the test database using FASTA with a k-tuple value of 2, the PAM250 scoring matrix, and no optimization.
cal score thresholds (cut-off scores below which S-W These parameterizations provided a rapid, but not very stringent, entropy (H, also average score in bits per aligned residue pair) is 0.84, which is approximately equivalent to the PAM140 and BLOSUM70 search. The rationale for this was to eliminate those query/SF pairs where any method would rank the results without error (all SF memmatrices. Unlike the BLOCKS data used for the BLOSUM series, the strucbers rank above any other sequence in the database) and thus provide no potential for discriminating between algorithms. These tural data provide the frequencies of deletions for each amino acid.
Using these data, we calculated variable indel scores for 20 amino searches ranked perfectly [no false positives (unrelated sequences) having a score larger than any true positive (SF members)] all mem-acids, using the method described below. The structural alignments contain N aa Å 254,048 pairs of amino acid residues aligned with bers for 871 of the 1444 SF. By eliminating these 871 queries, we excluded ''trivial'' SFs from the test set. Finally, we replaced 15 queanother amino acid residue and N ind Å 18,439 pairs with deletions. Indels, therefore, comprise (N ind /N aa Å 0.073) 7.3% of the alignments ries that were only partial (incomplete) sequences with the first complete example of that SF in the database. Thus, we ended up with (there is, on average, one indel per 14 aligned amino acids). The average log-odd score for an indel (logarithm of the probability of the set of 573 complete protein sequences (and one fragment) from PIR1 representing all ''nontrivial'' SFs in the PIR Release 40 data-finding an indel in a particular position) is base.
For some of our tests, we used SEG (Wootton and Federhen, 1993 ) S ind Å log 2 (N ind /N aa ) 1 Scale filtering of the queries. SEG evaluates a sequence and replaces those (S ind Å 07.5 for STR matrix in 1/2 bits).
[2] regions that are simple (have a low information content, generally a simple composition) with ''Xs.'' Using default SEG parameters, a number of the test query sequences were essentially replaced by
The score for deleting a specific amino acid (''i'') is the sum of the Xs. After removing these along with several long (ú850 residues) ''amino acid specific'' indel score calculated using Eq.
[1] and the sequences, 502 queries remained in this subset.
average (S ind ): Scoring matrix and insertion/deletion penalties. All algorithms were tested with a range of scoring matrices and relative insertion/ S i0del Å log 2 (Q i0 /(P i 1 P 0 )) 1 Scale / S ind , [2a] deletion (indel) penalties. Percent amino acid mutation (PAM; Dayhoff et al., 1978) and BLOSUM (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) matri-where Q i0 is the observed, and P i 1 P 0 the expected, frequencies for ces were tested along with a new matrix that is based on the structhe deletion of amino acid ''i''. tural (X-ray data) alignments of homologous proteins. Using amino For example, there are Q E0 Å 1330 positions in the alignments acid substitution frequencies kindly provided by Dr. Mark Johnson where glutamic acid (E) is deleted in one of the sequences. The indel (pers. comm., 1995, partially published in Johnson and Overington score for glutamic acid is (1993)), we calculated the scores for amino acid substitutions as logodd probabilities (Altschul, 1991) :
Similarly, the indel score for the isoleucine (I) is: S I0del Å log 2 (535/ 920) 1 2 / S ind Å 09.1. The expected frequencies for Glu and Ile deletions are close (898 and 920, respectively) because the two amino where S ij is the score for amino acid pair ''ij'', Q ij is the observed frequency of the ''ij'' pair in the alignments, P i and P j are the frequenacids have similar percentages in the amino acid composition. At the same time, the glutamic acid is deleted/inserted during evolution (as cies of residues i and j (P i 1 P j is the expected frequency for the ''ij'' pair based on the amino acid composition), Scale Å 2 for scoring observed in the structural alignments of homologous sequences) 2.5 times more frequently than isoleucine (1330 vs 535). One can see in matrices in 1/2 bits, and Scale Å 3 for matrices in 1/3 bits. Following Altschul (1991), we used logarithms of base 2 and multiplied log-odd Fig. 1 that indel scores are the lowest for hydrophobic amino acids and cysteine (08, 09) and the highest for charged amino acids and probabilities by Scale Å 2 (scaling factor) to get a scoring matrix in half bits. The structural (STR) matrix is shown in Fig. 1 ; its relative proline (06, 07). Essentially, we treated indels as a 21st ''residue''
FIG. 2.
Smith-Waterman (S-W) scores for 502 random query sequences depending on their lengths. Each panel shows 502 data points for the maximum, average, and ''the width of the distribution.'' The latter was calculated by adding squares of the differences between the average S-W score and the 22,390 actual scores (had these been normal distributions the value would be the ''standard deviation''). (a) Raw S-W scores; (b) scores after log-length normalization; (c) scores after both normalization and SEG filtering of query sequences.
and calculated scores for them in the same way as for other amino Independently from Pearson's recently published paper (Pearson, 1995) , we noticed that empirical ''logarithm'' normalization function acids, with the exception that there is an additional penalty (S ind ) for all indels.
works better in our tests than the Karlin-Altschul (K-A) normalization (since K and l have been calculated for nongapped alignments, Next, we calculated variable indel scores for scoring matrices with different entropies/PAM values, extrapolating data from Benner et we tried different values when normalizing S-W scores that include indels). A drawback of Pearson's normalization, however, is that it al. (1993) . The number of indels in the alignments of homologous sequences approximately linearly correlates with the PAM values, does not treat query and database sequence lengths symmetrically, and, consequently, the S-W scores for random sequences increase e.g., N ind /N aa Å 0.03 (3%) at PAM Å 25, compared to 5.4% at PAM Å 87 and 7.3% at PAM Å 140 (STR data above). Extrapolation of with the query length. Therefore, we decided to use a similar normalization function that: (1) uses both sequence lengths in a symmetrical these data predicts that indels would comprise 8.6% of all positions in the alignments at PAM Å 160 (BLOSUM62), 9.7% at PAM Å 185 way; (2) makes the average S-W score for random sequences independent of sequence lengths; (3) most improves the selectivity of the (BLOSUM55), and 10.5% at PAM Å 205 (BLOSUM50). The respective global indel penalties for these three matrices, as calculated searches; and (4) does not change the raw S-W scores if both the query and the database sequences are 100 residues long. We used using Eq. [2], are 07, 010, and 09.5, respectively. Because BLO-SUM55 and BLOSUM50 are traditionally scaled in 1/3 bits, we used the following log-length normalization function: Scale Å 3 in Eq.
[2] for these two matrices.
Normalization of scores and filtering. The S-W scores for local
[4] alignments between distantly related sequences correlate only weakly, if at all, with sequence lengths. On the contrary, the S-W This method of normalization would not change the raw score if scores for random sequences increase when the lengths of the query ln(Q len ) 1 ln(T len ) Å 21.21, e.g., if both sequences are 100 residues and/or the database sequences increase. For example, the average long [ln(100) 1 ln(100) Å 21.21]. We also tried normalization using S-W score for short random queries (50 amino acids) is Ç20, while the logarithm of the product of two lengths (Smith et al., 1985) -it for 800-aa-long sequences it is 35 (Fig. 2a) . Therefore, some form of seems to work as well as the log-length normalization (data not normalization of raw S-W scores is needed to provide a better separa-shown). tion of S-W scores that occurred by chance from those due to sequence
To test this normalization, we generated 502 random protein sehomology and thus increase the selectivity of the search.
quences, each having the length and composition as one of the queries Smith (Smith et al., 1985) noticed that S-W scores for pairs of in the 502 SF set. A S-W search of each was run against the test unrelated sequences increase proportionally to the logarithm of the database (Fig. 2) . After log-length normalization, the average S-W product of the lengths of the sequences. Waterman and Vingron score for a random query sequence becomes nearly independent of (1994) analyzed the distribution of S-W scores for random sequences.
the query length (Ç25 for BLOSUM62 matrix), and the ''width'' of The ''center'' of the distribution of random scores is log 1/p (Q len 1 T len ), the distribution decreases (compare Figs. 2a, 2b and 3a) . where Q len and T len are the lengths of the query and target (database)
When analyzing the results of S-W searches, it is important to sequences and p depends on the scoring matrix and indel penalties.
have in mind a cut-off score, below which the scores are likely to be This result is an extension of the work by Karlin and Altschul (1993) trix) for 502 random query sequences. We applied SEG filtering (Wootton and Federhen, 1993) to evaluate the role of sequence com-
[3] plexity in signal-to-noise discrimination. As Fig. 3b indicates, SEG filtering dramatically decreases the number of scores at the ''high end'' of score distributions. For example, raw S-W scores ú80 occur where S and S norm are the raw and normalized S-W scores, respectively, and l and K are constants that depend on the scoring matrix once in 4 1 10 3 pairwise sequence comparisons with random query sequences. This frequency decreases to one in 2 1 10 4 after score and amino acid composition of the database.
FIG. 3.
Cumulative distribution of S-W scores for 502 random query sequences (BLOSUM62 matrix). Each curve in (a) shows distribution for 502 1 22,390 Ç 11 1 10 6 S-W scores. (b) The total number of S-W scores above the score on the X axis. For example, there are 2944 raw S-W scores higher than 80; normalization decreases this number to 544; SEG filtering alone reduces it to 717. When both normalization and SEG filtering are used, the number drops to just 9: the normalized S-W scores (BL62) exceeded 80 only 9 times of 11 1 10 6 pairwise comparisons between random SEG-filtered query sequences and PIR entries.
normalization. When SEG filtering is applied, the frequency drops and get penalized for this because they are treated as to one in 10 6 : i.e., there is a one in a million chance that a normalized false positives. Therefore, we used the second crite-S-W score exceed 80 for a random SEG-filtered query (BLOSUM62 rion-''top-random cut-off''-to compare the accuracy matrix). The distribution in Fig. 3a shows a linear correlation beof protein similarity search methods (an example is tween the logarithm of the number of high S-W scores and the score for the SEG-normalized scores. This is what one would expect if the shown in Table 1 ). This method requires two searches: probability to increase a S-W score does not depend on the score first, we run a search for a random query sequence itself (Collins et al., 1988). with the same amino acid composition and length as the real query and record the highest score (lowest RESULTS probability in the case of BLAST). Then we run a regular search and use the highest score for the random The Accuracy of Different Comparison Methods sequence as a cut-off to calculate the number of SF members missed-this is, generally, a more stringent We used the criterion of ''missed@equivalence'' point, method than using the missed@equivalence criterion suggested by Pearson (1991 Pearson ( , 1995 , as one of the ways because we do not allow any SF members with scores to compare the accuracy of different similarity search below that of the highest scoring random sequence (no methods. Table 1 shows S-W and BLAST results for false positives). SF 26 ''iron-sulfur proteins.'' The ''missed@equiva-lence'' point means that cut-off will always be at the SF size (in this case, there are nine ''iron-sulfur'' pro-Comparing BLAST, S-W, and Scoring Matrices teins in the database, so cut-off is after the ninth top score): the number of ''missed'' sequences (SF members Table 2 shows the missed@equivalence scores for the set of 36 protein SFs used previously (Pearson, 1991) that are below the cut-off) and the number of false positives (non-SF members above the cut-off) is equal. we present these results for illustration. The table shows the name of the SF, the number of sequences in Hence, this is the ''equivalence'' point.
There are cases in the PIR database when unrelated the SF, and the query name in the PIR database. There are 4636 PIR40 entries that belong to the 36 sequences are described as belonging to the same SF. These cases will not affect our ranking of different SFs. It is easy to notice in Table 2 that both FASTA and S-W perform much better (the number of missed methods, because it is likely that all methods will miss these unrelated sequences. On the other hand, the clas-sequences is smaller) than BLAST. It is important to note that the only difference between S-W in software sification of protein SFs in the PIR database often does not take into account that certain SFs are related. The and hardware was different scoring for indels: affine scoring for S-W in software (SSEARCH) had scores of proteins from these related SFs are treated as ''false positives'' when we use the missed@equivalence crite-''010'' for gap opening and ''02'' for the extension, while ''variable'' scores ( Fig. 1) were used for the hardware rion, potentially introducing a bias in our comparison of different search methods. For example, a more sensi-implementation of S-W. (SSEARCH and S-W on the FDF produced identical results when we used same tive search method might detect weak real similarities Note. The query sequence IHKREV belongs to the superfamily (SF) ''high potential iron-sulfur proteins'' (SF 26 in PIR40), which has nine members. The cut-off at the SF size (nine top scores shown by a horizontal line) was used. This cut-off is also called ''missed@ equivalence'' because at this cut-off the number of true SF members that are below cut-off (false negatives) is equal to the number of unrelated sequence above cut-off (false positives). All SF members are above the line for the S-W output-every ''iron-sulfur protein'' has a higher score than any other sequence in the database; no sequences have been ''missed.'' BLAST output shows two unrelated sequences above the cut-off (false positives) and two members of SF 26 below the cut-off (false negatives; the sequence IHQFT was not even present among the top 100 in the output). So, BLAST missed two iron-sulfur proteins at the ''equivalence'' point. The ''top-random cut-off'' is also shown: the highest score for the S-W search and the lowest probability for BLAST for a random query sequence with the length and amino acid composition the same as the IHKREV query (in italics). All nine SF members have S-W scores higher than 58 (top-random); however, only six SF members have BLAST probabilities lower than 4.1e-05 (lowest probability for random query). All searches used the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix and BLASTP Version 1.4 with default parameters; S-W scores have been log-length normalized using Eq. [4].
''fixed'' indel penalties for both, not shown.) We tried bers). S-W on the FDF with BLOSUM62 missed 543 SF members (12.0%). K-A and log-length normalization for both SSEARCH and S-W using the FDF. The K-A normalization im-
The drawback of the comparison based on the total proves results for 19 and 17 SFs for SSEARCH and the number of missed sequences is that a few SFs can make FDF S-W, respectively, compared to raw S-W scores. a big difference. For example, for the immunoglobulin Log-length normalization further improves the selec-variable region SF (IgV, Table 2), BLAST-BLOSUM62 tivity of searches for 15 (SSEARCH) and 23 (FDF) SFs missed 142 IgV sequences, compared to only 67 for Scompared to K-A normalization (there are only three W-BLOSUM62. Therefore, we compared methods against each other based on the number of SFs where cases where log-length normalization increased the the method was better or worse than others (Table 3) . number of missed sequences by one compared to K-A For example, S-W-BLOSUM62 performed better than normalization).
BLAST in 28 SFs of 36 and worse in only 2 (FOVWH3, One can compare the total number of missed se-2:3; O4HUD1, 79:80-the numbers show how many quences in the bottom of Table 2 in the six columns that SF members have been missed by BLAST:S-W, respecshow results for S-W-BLOSUM62 searches in software tively). and FDF; e.g., for FDF S-W this number decreases from Table 3 shows these better/worse SF counts for the 683, when raw scores are used, to 625 (K-A) to 543 complete 573 SF test set. For example, the 28:2 better/ (log-length) normalized searches. FASTA-BLOSUM62 worse numbers for S-W:BLAST-BLOSUM62 from Tawithout optimization of scores seems to be as accurate ble 2 are now included in the 162:42 for these two methas BLAST. The optimization of FASTA scores, recomods for the 573 SF set. It is interesting to note that mended by Pearson to be always used in searches, draboth BLAST and S-W did not miss any SF members in matically improves the accuracy (FASTA using opti-117 SF of 573 (perfect separation of all SF members mized scores performs as well as S-W ranked by score).
that have higher scores / lower probabilities than those When ranked by probability, FASTA performs simifor any other sequence in the database). BLAST worked larly to K-A normalized S-W searches. (Log-length norperfectly for another 13 SF, but S-W was perfect for an malized FASTA performed essentially as well as logadditional 54 SF-one of them was the ''iron-sulfur'' length normalized S-W; data not shown.) The total protein SF shown in Table 1 . number of sequences missed by each method is shown at the bottom of Note. The table shows how many sequences are missed at the equivalence point for every superfamily (rows) and method of the similarity search (column; smaller numbers mean better accuracy). An example for missed@equivalence scores is shown in Table 1 . BLAST was used with default parameters and five scoring matrices. FASTA2.0 was used with BLOSUM62 matrix, gap opening penalty ''-10,'' gap extension ''-2,'' and ktup Å 1. The three columns under FASTA represent results without optimization (''-o'' option in FASTA2.0), ranked by optimized scores, and ranked by probability (default output ranking in FASTA2.0). S-W searches with BLOSUM62 were run both in software [ssearch program from FASTA distribution, matrix (same gap opening/extension penalties as in FASTA)] and hardware (using FDF with variable gap penalties; Fig. 1 shows an example). The three columns each for ssearch and FDF-bl62 show: (1) results ranked by score; (2) using ), and (3) log-length normalization (Eq.
[4]). The last four columns represent loglength normalized S-W searches in hardware with different scoring matrices and variable indel penalties. Note. The numbers in the table show for how many protein SF the method in the column performed better than the one in the row, based on the missed@equivalence scores (Table   1 and 2). All BLAST searches were with default parameters; FASTA was run with BL62, gap opening/extension penalties ''-10/-2,'' ranked by optimized score or probability. S-W scores on FDF (variable indel penalties) were log-length normalized. For example, SW-bl62 was more accurate than BLAST-bl62 in 162 of 573 SF; the opposite was true for 42 SF (both numbers are shown in boldface italics). The ''Better'' row shows how many times the method in the column performed better than the other 11 methods (sum of all numbers in the column); ''Worse'' shows how many times the method was worse (sum of all numbers in the row for the given method). The ''Total'' shows the difference between ''Better'' and ''Worse'' values and may be regarded as a numerical characterization of the accuracy of the search compared to the 11 other methods (negative ''Total'' numbers show that the method was worse than average; positive, better than average).
adding all numbers in the column we calculated how many times the comparison method was Better than all other methods in the Table; similarly, by adding all values in a row we calculated how many times the method was Worse. Finally, the Total score for the method is the difference between the two. The three numbers (Better, Worse, Total) are shown in the bottom three rows of Table 3 . A positive Total number means that the method was better than the average among 12 methods in Table 3 ; a negative number means that the method was worse than the average. FASTA, ranked by probability, performs worse than S-W with log-length normalization, but much better than BLAST (Table 3) . S-W with STR, BLOSUM70, or BLOSUM62 scoring matrices shows very similar performance. There is a tendency for higher relative entropy matrices, (e.g., BLOSUM70, STR) to work better than low-entropy BLOSUM50 matrix for both BLAST and S-W.
The missed@equivalence criterion has certain limitations discussed above. Therefore, we used the top-random cutoff criterion (see an example in Table 1 ) to compare Better/Worse SF counts for BLAST, FASTA, and S-W with different scoring matrices (Table 4) . According to the results shown in Table 4 , BLAST performs significantly worse than S-W: there are four times as many SF members for which S-W-BLOSUM62 performed better than BLAST-BLOSUM62 than for which the reverse was true (112 vs 29). FASTA ranked by probability again ranks between BLAST and S-W with log-length normalization. There is a very good correlation between the relative entropy of the matrix (H, shown in parentheses) and Better/Worse/Total scores for BLAST: BLOSUM70 (H Å 0.84) is better than BLO-SUM62 (H Å 0.7), which is better than BLOSUM55 (H Å 0.55), which, in turn, is better than BL50 (H Å 0.48). On the other hand, BLOSUM55 and BLOSUM62 matrices with intermediate H values are the best for S-W searches, while both higher (BLOSUM70, STR) and lower (BLOSUM50) entropy matrices perform worse.
Our results comparing different matrices are consistent with those of Henikoff (1992, 1993) , who found that the BLOSUM62 matrix is the best overall and the STR matrix (Henikoff used a smaller structural alignment set than in this paper) is very close to BLOSUM62. It should be noted that the cut-off criterion in these papers was at 0.5% of top scoring unrelated to query database sequences (Ç125 unrelated sequences); this is a much higher number of false positives than either of the criteria we used. Also, we had the benefit of knowing that BLOSUM62 seems to be the matrix with the optimal relative entropy ); therefore we included close matrices (BLOSUM55 and 70) in our comparison, rather than BLOSUM50 and 080, which are further away from BLOSUM62.
Figures 4 and 5 show how many random sequences have high S-W scores by chance and how many sequences that belong to the same SF as the query will Note. The numbers in the table show for how many SF the method in the column performed better than the one in the row, according to ''top-random'' cut-off criterion. FASTA was run with bl62 matrix, gap opening/extension penalties ''-10/-2''; scores were optimized and ranked by probability. For example, SW-bl62 was more accurate than BLAST in 112 SF of 502; the opposite was true for only 29 SF (both numbers are shown in boldface italics). The ''Better'' row shows how may times the method in the column performed better than the other 10 methods; ''Worse'' shows how many times it was worse. The ''Total'' shows the difference between the ''Better'' and the ''Worse'' numbers.
by decreasing the number of high-scoring random sequences (Fig. 4) . The reason that normalized missed@ equivalence points are similar for all five scoring matrices is that the ''false'' curves are very steep when the number of false positives is close to 1500. Therefore, we examined two other criteria to compare the selectivity of different scoring matrices. First, we used the cut-off scores at 500 random high scores (on average, one random high score per query): 82 (BLOSUM62), 74 (STR), 73 (BLOSUM70), 114 (BLOSUM55), and 113 (BLOSUM50)-these points are the intersection of horizontal lines at 500 sequences and random (false positive, descending) curves for respective matrices. Figure 4 compares BLOSUM62 without normalization, with a ''fixed'' indel penalty of ''07'' (crosses and dotted lines) and with variable indel penalties (circles and solid lines). Without normalization, the cut-off score is 119, and Ç3500 SF members score below this cut-off. The cut-off score for fixed indel penalties is 80; Ç2470 SF members score below 80. The cut-off for BLOSUM62 with variable indel scores is 82, and Ç2400 members score below that; this is better by 70 sequences than the result for ''fixed indels.'' There is a similar difference between fixed and variable indels when comparing missed@equivalence points. Using the ''500 false positives'' criterion only 2200 sequences are missed when the STR matrix is used (the best): 2350 for BLOSUM55, 2440 for BLOSUM70, and 2510 for comparison of the accuracy of several similarity search arrows) there would be 500 false positives (on average one random methods and to use empirical score normalization to S-W score §82 per query or ''1-false cut-off'') with score 82 or higher.
improve the selectivity of the searches. We included At the same cut-off of 82 approximately 2400 true SF members will be missed; i.e., 2400 of 12,511 SF members have normalized S-W essentially all protein SFs from the PIR database. One scores less than 82 (false negatives). Similarly, for BLOSUM62 with can always find a few protein SFs where one algorithm a fixed indel penalty of ''07'' (crosses, dotted lines) the 1-false cutor a specific scoring matrix performs better than others. off would be Ç80, and 2470 true SF members will score below. The We are interested, however, in identifying those meth- for the majority of proteins.
The BLAST algorithm does not produce the most acbe missed depending on the cut-off score. All graphs are curate possible results for protein similarity searches: cumulative for 502 protein SFs. Missed@equivalence there is a significant chance that BLAST will miss a points (intersection of ascending and descending curves distant similarity between sequences that can be are shown by short filled horizontal arrows) are close readily detected by S-W or FASTA. to Ç1500 sequences for all five scoring matrices in Figs.
In some sense, our comparison of BLAST to S-W indi-4 and 5. The only exception is ''no normalization '' cates that there are more proteins whose evolution incurves that intersect much higher-the missed@equi-cludes indels (and therefore S-W works better for these valence point is 2150 (Fig. 4) . Indeed, the normalization contributes significantly to the accuracy of the search SFs, see Tables 1-4) than proteins that evolve without indels and have several regions of nongapped homology for use with S-W) did not decrease random S-W scores for long queries sufficiently so that they became inde-(called high scoring pairs). Indeed, the data we used to calculate the STR matrix show that there is, on aver-pendent of the query length. Both missed@equivalence (Table 2 ) and top-false cut-off tests showed worse reage, one indel per 14 aligned amino acids at PAM Å 140 (140 amino acid substitutions per 100 residues). In sults for K-A than log-length normalization (data not shown). other words, the BLAST model of protein evolution is less accurate than the S-W model, which allows indels There are 13 random sequences (of 502) with the highest S-W score above 100 (these sequences also have within a single high scoring match (for the majority of protein SFs).
''abnormally'' high standard deviations; Fig. 2b ). When SEG filtering is applied, these high scores go down, The log-length normalization of Smith-Waterman scores (Eq. [4]) dramatically improves the accuracy of indicating that high S-W scores occur in the ''simple'' regions of sequences that are removed by filtering. The the searches (Tables 2 and 3; Fig. 4 ). As evident from Fig. 3a , normalization makes the distribution of ran-importance of SEG filtering is even more evident in Figs. 3-5. The high scoring range of random S-W scores dom scores much narrower, and the number of sequences with high scores decreases (Fig. 3b , compare shifts dramatically to the left (lower scores) when SEG filtering is applied. the ''raw'' and ''normalized'' curves). Figure 2a shows that the average S-W score for random sequences deIt is well known that higher relative entropy matrices, such as BLOSUM70, are better at detecting short pends on the sequence length and that the width of the distribution, approximated by ''standard deviation,'' is stretches of relatively strong similarities, while lower entropy matrices, like BLOSUM50, are more sensitive close to 7. After normalization, the average score is close to 25 (BLOSUM62) and does not depend on the in cases of longer, but weaker similarities (Altschul, 1991) . BLAST, by excluding gaps, tends to find one or query length. The standard deviation varies between 6 for short and 3.5 for longer query sequences (Fig. 2b) . several shorter regions of similarity, while S-W can extend the alignment across the indels. Not surprisAlso, the highest random S-W scores decrease in Fig.  2b compared to Fig. 2a. Figures 3 and 4 show that ingly, we found that lower relative entropy matrices (BLOSUM70 and STR-H Å 0.84) are better for normalization dramatically decreases the number of high scoring random sequence pairs, but has little ef-BLAST (Tables 3 and 4) . Table 4 provides a very good illustration of this: every higher relative entropy fect on the distribution of true S-W scores (Fig. 4) .
The Karlin-Altschul normalization (Eq.
[3], which BLAST worked better than the lower one (STR being between BLOSUM70 and BLOSUM62). For example, describes nongapped alignments (it was not intended BLOSUM70 was better than BLOSUM50 in 74 SFs, families (502 or 573 in this manuscript compared to 67 in Pearson's paper) and twice as many entries in the whereas the reverse was true for only 37 SFs.
BLOSUM62/55 (intermediate values for H; relative database. In addition to missed@equivalence criterion we used top-random cut-off (Table 4 ) and 1-false (Figs. entropy: H Å 0.7 and H Å 0.55) are usually the best choices for S-W searches, if one scoring matrix has to 4 and 5) criteria to compare different methods-both are not sensitive to imperfect superfamily classification be chosen (Table 4 ; Figs. 4 and 5). The STR matrix, which has an origin different from that of the BLOSUM in the PIR database and are more strict (allow a smaller number of unrelated sequences above cut-off) series, is the best in Table 3 , and according to ''1-false cut-off'' (Fig. 5a ). It should be noted that, depending on than missed@equivalence.
We have also provided to users a way to choose cutthe protein SF, one matrix can be much better than others. For example, STR is dramatically better than off scores for several matrices (Figs. 4 and 5) and looked at the importance of query filtering. The data in Figs. any of the BLOSUMs for the plastocyanin SF (AZBR query; second line in Table 2 ), but BLOSUM50 is the 4 and 5 allow users to choose cut-off scores in real-life applications of S-W searches. The cut-off depends on: best for the cytochrome C SF (CCHU query, third line in Table 2 ). The most accurate searches might, there-(1) the number of false scores permitted; (2) whether the query sequence has ''simple'' regions, as determined fore, include several matrices with various relative entropies (e.g., STR, BLOSUM62, BLOSUM50) and com-by SEG or XNU filtering programs; and (3) the choice of scoring matrix. The difference between BLOSUM55/ bine the results (Altschul, 1993; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1993) .
50 and BLOSUM70/62/STR is due to the use of a different scaling factor. In practical terms, all matches for We propose here a new scoring method for indels-''variable gap penalties''-for S-W searches; this SEG-filtered query sequences with scores above 74 (STR), 70 (BLOSUM70), 80 (BLOSUM62), or 106 method has been implemented in the FDF. It should be noted that affine scoring (assigning a separate pen-(BLOSUM55/50) have a very small likelihood of occurring by chance (approximately one in a million) and alty for gap opening and extension) is generally a better evolutionary model for indels: according to missed@ might indicate biologically important similarity. equivalence criterion, S-W in software with log-length normalization is more accurate than S-W with variable
